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1.

Our Story
WHO WE ARE
Eco Drama is an inventive and environmentally
focused children’s theatre company working in
school and community settings, theatres and
festivals across Glasgow, Scotland and the UK.
We have a green ethos and strive to embed
sustainability and ecology at the heart of all we
do, from the themes we explore in the work, to
how we create and deliver it. For example, we tour
in an electric car and a van run on recycled waste
cooking oil, and ensure our sets and props are
sourced and designed sustainably.

OUR VISION
Our vision is that the arts, in particular drama,
storytelling and theatre, become increasingly
recognized as powerful tools through which we
can explore and re-imagine our relationship to
the natural world.
Through bringing theatre and creative learning
experiences to children, young people and their
communities, we aim to inspire, encourage and
support more nature-connected ways of living
that benefit both people and the natural
environment.

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to create quality theatre and
creative learning experiences for children and
young people which nurture a sense of curiosity,
wonder and care for our natural world.
We also advocate for the place of the arts and
creativity in education for sustainability, providing
teachers and practitioners with training and
resources, and our work extends into wider
communities, inspiring and supporting people of
all ages to take positive, practical action for the
natural environment.

HISTORY
Eco Drama was founded in 2007 as a creative
response to the environmental concerns facing
society on a local and global scale.
For over 13 years the company has been
extensively touring theatre productions and
workshops to children and young people across
the country, delivering in-depth creative learning
projects with schools and nurseries, leading on
innovative growing projects with schools and
communities across Glasgow, as well as creating
educational resources and leading continuous
professional development for teachers and
practitioners. To date Eco Drama has reached
over 86,000 beneficiaries.

OUR PURPOSE
The disconnection of children, and adults, from
nature is attracting considerable concern, and the
need to adopt more eco-friendly practices is
becoming increasingly urgent every day.
Moreover, access to the arts and outdoor natural
spaces is not equal for every child in Scotland,
with those experiencing disadvantage facing
particular barriers. Eco Drama exist to work with
the youngest members of our society and their
communities, with a focus on those living in areas
of socio-economic disadvantage, to nurture a
deeper connection with both the arts and local
outdoor environments in ways which are
meaningful, relevant and inspiring.
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Headline Achievements
2017-21

21

Outdoor learning residencies in schools & nurseries
Individual sessions delivered

8

Schools received one-off sessions

3,665

Participating pupils

2 new resource packs written
801 resource packs distributed worldwide

47

25

937

drama artist
blogs written

Outdoor learning teacher training sessions delivered
Teachers and early years practitioners trained

103

597

Schools and nurseries participated in training
Local authorities reached

1 new theatre production created
6,685

participants across

3

8

productions and workshops toured

194 performances / workshops

11,111 beneficiaries in total across 2017-21.
Eco Drama has now reached 86,000 children, young
people and their wider communities since 2007.
To read detailed reports about individual projects,
please visit the Evaluation section of our website.
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Overview
2017-21

During 2017-2021, Eco Drama embarked on an
ambitious multi-year, multi-layered programme
of activities, the main project being Out to Play creative outdoor learning residencies delivered
in school playgrounds across Glasgow. A
programme of newly developed continuous
professional development (CPD) and resources
for educators ran alongside this.

We also developed our touring repertoire with a new theatre production for early years audiences The
Whirlybird, and expanded our reach to 12-13 year olds through a new secondary school arts and climate
change project Future Calling. We also toured existing production The Worm - An Underground
Adventure, and interactive workshop Recycling Heroes. What unified and connected all projects was a
goal to deepen children and young people’s connection to the natural world through arts-based learning.
The last four years have been seminal for us as an organisation for many reasons.
Out to Play deeply
aligns with our
core mission and
values.

It delivers and advocates for creative, outdoor learning experiences that
deepen children’s connection with nature on their doorstep in urban areas.
Extensive monitoring and evaluating throughout the four years has enabled us
to chart the impact on participants, affirming the work and enabling us to
continually improve and build on the project as it has progressed.

The Out to Play
project has
developed
significantly, not
only in scale, but in
diversity and
reach.

During the 2015 pilot, it was initially a primary school project for children aged
5-11 and their teachers. Throughout 2017-21, we have progressed by
developing an early years strand, tailoring the project for additional and
complex support needs schools and secondaries, as well as delivering
extensive continuous professional development for teachers, early years
practitioners and educators across Scotland and the UK. We have produced
two new resource packs, adding to our existing pack from 2015, which are
being utilised by educators not only in Glasgow and across Scotland, but
worldwide with copies sent out across Europe and as far away as USA,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand.

We have
produced our
biggest theatre
tour to date

The Whirlybird production reached over 4,000 audience members across 113
performances in theatres, schools and venues across the UK throughout its
2019 and early 2020 tours. This new production has also helped us to build
connections with new venues and festivals and expand our reach.

The organisation
has developed its
longer term
sustainability

The organisation has developed from being heavily reliant on a single core
funder to diversifying our income and evolving our systems in ways which will
better ensure our longer term viability and sustainability. We work incredibly
hard and produce a high output for a small organisation.

With just two core staff - a Producer and Artistic Director - and one freelance staff member providing
occasional administrative support when funding was available, plus a team of Out to Play Drama Artists
and cast and crew of our three touring productions, together we have ensured the four years have been
delivered as we set out, and each person’s contribution has been effective and impactful.
Now at the close of the four years, we are proud to be in a position to report that we have delivered on our
project goals and made significant impacts and developments as a small organisation, which we are
delighted to share within this report.

Artistic Director and Founder
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Out to Play

The project began with a question:

BACKGROUND

How can we develop the role of the arts
and creativity in outdoor learning,
particularly in urban areas?

Out to Play is an award-winning creative outdoor learning project delivered by Eco Drama, currently
embarking on its sixth year of delivery in 2021. After a successful pilot in 2015, we went on to deliver it
from April 2017 to March 2021 in schools and nurseries across Greater Glasgow. This report evaluates
the 2020 project, and the full four year project data as a whole.
We began thinking about Eco Drama’s specialisms of drama, theatre and storytelling, and how these
could be developed and advanced within the world of Outdoor Learning and Learning for Sustainability,
and specifically, what role imagination could play, particularly in urban playground spaces with little to no
green spaces. Around 2014, we were having conversations with teachers in Glasgow who spoke of their
remit to develop outdoor learning with pupils, with one teacher poignantly asking,

‘How can I develop outdoor learning and promote nature
connection in a concrete playground?!’
If there aren’t any trees, could we imagine a forest? If there aren’t any noticeable signs of wildlife, how
could we ‘become animal’ in playground adventures? Along with lead Drama Artist Ben Mali Macfadyen,
we started to think about the ‘What Is’ versus ‘What If’ as a way to begin.
In Out to Play the ‘IS’ is the everyday classroom world and ‘IF’ the re-imagined outdoor world.

What IF our playground space looked like this…
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Of course, many schools in urban areas do have trees and lots of green space and these are equally great
settings to incorporate the arts. However, for those with wide stretches of concrete around their school,
creating a newly imagined world together at the start of an Out to Play residency has not only helped to
stimulate the imagination and provide a rich setting for the stories and creative, play-based activities to
come, but by honing in on the playground space and exploring its qualities in more detail, participants are
encouraged to notice and appreciate nature on their doorstep. For even in a concrete playground, nature
exists when looking closely.

THE PILOT
Out to Play was first piloted in 2015 in four primary
schools across Glasgow. The project showed great
promise in its impact on participants, and went on to
win the Glasgow City Council Environmental
Initiative Award in 2016. At the end of project CPD
sessions, we had a record number of teachers
attending to learn about the approach and
expressing interest in booking the project, leading us
to design a four year project from 2017-2021.

WHAT WE SET OUT TO DO
The goal was to deliver Out to Play residencies in approximately 25 schools and nurseries across
Glasgow during 2017-21, with priority given to those situated in areas of greater socio-economic
disadvantage. Each five-week residency worked with children, young people and their teachers and aimed
to bring school playgrounds to life in new and imaginative ways, whilst progressing the role of the arts
and creativity in Learning for Sustainability and Outdoor Learning, as well as supporting teachers and
practitioners in the development of their ongoing professional practice. We also aimed to create two new
resource packs, building on the first edition resource pack created in 2015, and expand our programme of
continuous professional development. In terms of project content we achieved all which we set out to do,
with many further developments along the way.

WHAT IS OUT TO PLAY?
Drama Artists from Eco Drama collaborate with partner primary schools,
nurseries and complex support needs schools to design and deliver five-week
creative outdoor learning residencies tailored to the unique surroundings of each
school playground, with a goal to notice and appreciate nature within urban
environments and deepen children’s connection with the natural world.
Out to Play uses the arts - Storytelling, Drama and Creative Play - to bring nature
themes and Learning for Sustainability topics to life to create meaningful,
creative outdoor learning experiences.
The Drama Artists are also storytellers and incorporate engaging stories from
around the world which inspire wonder, curiosity, care and respect of nature. The
project has a strong continuous professional development element including
twilight training sessions in drama and storytelling skills, plus teacher-led weeks
where staff design and deliver their own ‘Out to Play’ session, incorporating artsbased learning, creativity and play with a nature theme or topic.

I have gained
openness to
taking children
outside for
outdoor learning
which will stay
with me for the
rest of my
career.
Teacher,
Dalmarnock
Primary
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“It was an
incredible
experience.”

“I liked making the stories and I
liked going back in time. There was
nothing I didn’t like!”

"If they don’t
listen we can
write petitions
and protest."

"I loved playing
outside, it was really
fun. I wished that we
had another session
...it was so fun! I
loved it all!"

"Thank you for
being so nice
to us and
letting us play
even though
you are an
adult and not
a child."

“I thought you
would like to know
that your sessions
have inspired a
class to set up an
activity in the
garden 1 day each
week for everyone
to access. You have
had a lasting
impact :)"

"Nature is
important. I
think about
things in a
different way
than before."

"This is my
favourite
time."

“Before I never liked
going out to play. Now I
love out to play."
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Project Staff

The success of the Out to Play project would not have been possible without the talent and skill of the
four Drama Artists who planned and delivered imaginative and inspiring residencies, each one unique to
its own setting. The project expanded from one Drama Artist to a strong team of four who all showed
great energy, creativity and commitment to the work.
Ben Mali Macfadyen developed the pilot project in primary schools in 2015 and went on to deliver more
primary school residencies and external CPD sessions throughout 2017-2021 as well as writing the first
and second edition resource packs and training all new artists.
Sophie McCabe joined the project in 2017 and delivered in primary schools as well as developing the
project for complex support needs schools. Sophie co-wrote the second edition resource pack "Let’s Go…
Out to Play!" with Ben in 2018.
Sarah Rankin joined the Out to Play project in 2018 as the Early Years Drama Artist. Sarah developed this
strand of the project working in four nurseries across the city and went on to write the Early Years
resource pack as a result. Sarah continued with the project delivering primary school residencies and
external CPD sessions and in 2021 developed the Out to Play Early Years CPD webinar.
Dan Serridge joined the Out to Play project in 2018 and took on the primary school residencies, bringing
his skill and expertise in storytelling to the project.
The Drama Artist team worked
closely with Artistic Director Emily
Reid and Producer Nina Doherty in
delivery of the four year Out to Play
project.
Emily supported the Drama Artists
on all creative and educational
aspects of the sessions and overall
residency
content,
and
Nina
supported on all logistical aspects,
acting as main point of contact
between
project
staff
and
participating schools.
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Project Development
Early Years Strand
In 2018, the second year of the four year
project, we developed Out to Play for early
years settings, the first time the project had
been delivered outside of primary schools. The
project lends itself well to the early years, with
creative play already a main focus in nursery
settings. The project provided nursery
practitioners with inspiration, ideas and
nurtured their confidence to bring more
creativity into play and learning outdoors.
The structure of the project was adapted for early years children, including shorter sessions, smaller
groups and more free play in order to provide children with the space and time to explore the themes and
activities at their own pace. We delivered residencies at Westercraigs and Buchlyvie Nurseries, Crookston
Early Years Centre and Barlanark Family Learning Centre. You can read about Sarah's experience working
at Barlanark and Westercraigs in blog 1 and blog 2, and Crookston and Buchlyvie in blog 1 and blog 2.
Sarah wrote the “Let’s Go… Out to Play” Early Years Resource Pack, compiling the most effective
activities, stories and session ideas from her time at the four nursery schools, including a suggested
structure for delivering creative outdoor sessions with early years children. A continuous professional
development (CPD) session was also developed specifically for early years practitioners using inspiration
from the early years strand of the project. In February 2021, we held our first Out to Play Early Years CPD
Webinars which were a great success and led to Glasgow City Council asking us to deliver this training
through 12 further sessions across April to June 2021 so that staff from all 236 nurseries across
Glasgow could attend and gain inspiration from the Out to Play approach. Each nursery also received
their own copy of the resource pack, with every webinar attendee also receiving their own personal copy
to support their arts-based outdoor learning journey.
This is an exciting development and new direction and we hope that
further councils opt to upskill their primary schools and early years
settings in this way. Although not able to be delivered in person due to
Covid-19, the online webinars have proved to be a fantastic opportunity
for Eco Drama to reach people who otherwise would not have had the
opportunity to benefit from the training due to distance from our base
in the central belt of Scotland, with participants signing up from across
Scotland including the Isles of Eigg, Shetland and Orkney, as well as
from England, Wales, Ireland, Italy, the USA and Australia.
We are honoured to have our work reach practitioners on this scale and
to see the arts and creativity valued within the world of outdoor learning
at council leadership level and across the world. We look forward to
contributing more to the burgeoning outdoor learning movement across
Glasgow, Scotland and the wider world over the coming years, and
continuing to champion the role of the arts and creativity in this field.
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Project Development

Complex Support Needs Strand
In 2019, the third year of the four year project, we
developed and adapted Out to Play to be
delivered for the first time in schools for children
and young people with complex learning and
additional support needs. We worked in Hampden
and Langlands Schools in 2019, and East Park
School in 2020.
The project lends itself very well to this setting
and sessions were adapted for participants, for
example using more sensory play approaches
rather than formal drama games.
You can read blogs about Drama Artist Sophie
McCabe’s experience working at CSN schools in
her blogs about her time at Langlands, Hampden
and East Park.

An article was written by Strathclyde University's
CELCIS (Centre for Excellence for Children’s Care
& Protection) about East Park School and their
involvement with Out to Play, which you can read
here.

The children really welcomed the
Eco Drama team into the school. The pupils
looked forward to each session. Children
often remained engrossed in the activities
in ways that led East Park’s staff to
rethink how to structure their outdoor
sessions, so that the children have more
opportunity to explore activities and to
play and learn. The staff had already been
rolling out play training and sensory
integration training, but the Eco Drama
programme has encouraged them to
develop it further.

Getting our children back inside is now the bigger
challenge - Sophie clearly opened their eyes to the
excitement of nature.
Head Teacher, East Park School
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Project Development
Resource Packs & Blogs

Another aim of this four year project was to create new resource
packs building on the first edition Out to Play resource pack created
from the pilot project in 2015, enabling the project to have a lasting
legacy in the field of arts-based outdoor learning.
In 2018, Drama Artists Ben Mali Macfadyen and Sophie McCabe cowrote “Let’s Go… Out to Play”, inspired by their 2017 residencies at
four primary schools during the first year of the project. In 2019,
Drama Artist Sarah Rankin wrote the “Let’s Go… Out to Play” Early
Years Resource Pack, inspired by her residencies at four nursery
schools in 2018 during the second year of the project.
The resource packs are distributed to teachers participating in Out to
Play residencies and CPD sessions and all three packs are also
available to buy on our website.
We hope that the abundance of ideas contained in these packs gives
educators the inspiration and confidence to create and lead their
own arts-based outdoor learning sessions into the future, bringing
children closer to nature through imaginative and engaging outdoor
learning.
Drama Artists also wrote 25 blogs across the four years, reflecting
on each residency and providing a further invaluable resource. These
are available to read on our website.
We have distributed over 800 resource packs throughout the four
year project, across the UK and Europe and as far away as Australia,
USA, Canada and New Zealand. This includes Glasgow City Council
purchasing an early years pack for all 236 early years settings across
the local authority.
We are delighted that the Out to Play ideas and methods are being
used at a local and national level and across the world, and that
these resource packs will continue to support and inspire many more
people in following this approach in future.

As a teacher this has been a fantastic
opportunity… When planning lessons I am now
considering how I include outdoor learning
and I have seen that other teachers are
doing the same.
Teacher, Dalmarnock Primary
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Project Development
Workshops & Webinars
CPD (continuous professional development)
sessions are embedded within all five-week
residencies to inspire and support staff to
continue the Out to Play approach after the
residency is over. We also offer an external
CPD workshop bookable by whole school
teams as well as public sessions where
individuals can attend from across many
schools or organisations. This has proved to
be an effective and popular strand of the
project and demonstrated the need and desire
for training in creative outdoor learning across
the education system.
Participants take part in a two hour interactive training session in a school playground where techniques
can be demonstrated effectively and seen in the context within which they would be delivered to pupils.
All participants are given a resource pack to take back to their school, providing inspiration to develop
their own creative outdoor sessions and continue the Out to Play approach.
Across the four years, we delivered 30 CPD sessions as part of the residencies, as well as 17 external
sessions to 319 teachers, nursery practitioners and others with an interest in arts-based outdoor learning.
These included CPD workshops at 7 primary schools for the whole staff team, 8 public workshops
attended by staff from across the central belt and 2 online webinars for Glasgow-based nursery staff. In
total, staff from 103 schools and nurseries from 8 local authorities have attended an Out to Play CPD
session across the four year project.

Very Useful. It has given me confidence to try something new, out of my
comfort zone!
Teacher, Shawlands Primary
This has been a totally energizing Continuous Professional Development experience for
all of our staff and adult students including two PGDE Primary teaching students. All of
the children who participated directly with Sarah and all of the children who experience
the drama/role play developed thereafter by our staff team have engaged eagerly.
Head Teacher, Westercraigs Nursery
I watched this with one of my staff team and the next day she was already
using ideas from the session and has been doing so since. The children are
really loving the nature call.
Early Years Pracititioner, Clarence House Nursery
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Project Development
Adaptations

One-Off Sessions
As well as the five-week residencies, we were able to reach many more schools through delivering oneoff sessions. This first came about as a strand of the project when we participated in Aberdeen Council’s
Arts Across Learning Festival in 2019, and returned in 2020. We worked with 18 classes in 5 schools
across Aberdeen over these two festivals, reaching 397 children and teachers.
Giving these children and teachers a taste of the Out to Play project enabled them to take this approach
forward and use it in their ongoing practice. We also offered the one-off day to schools around Glasgow,
and delivered two half days of sessions at St Philomena’s Primary in 2020, working with 12 pupils in the
Enhanced Nurture Provision. We had another one-off day booked at another school in June 2020 that has
been postponed due to Covid-19. We hope to continue to offer this option to schools who are unable to
participate in a full residency but would like to experience the Out to Play project.

Out to Play In A Pandemic
Despite the restrictions imposed on society throughout 2020-21 due to Covid-19, we were grateful to be
able to deliver our final year of the project in three schools due to the outdoor nature of the work.
We worked in St Anne’s and St Saviour’s Primaries and East Park School across September to November
2020, during the only period when the schools were open. We adapted the programme so that Drama
Artists only visited one school per week instead of two in order to reduce contact as much as possible,
and the element of journeying from the classroom was removed to further reduce contact.
Our first ever winter Out to Play residencies in January to March 2021 had to be postponed due to school
closures, and are now planned to take place during April to June 2021 once schools are fully reopen.
Despite the postponement, these winter bookings showed a positive progression in teachers’ attitudes to
getting outdoors at any time of year. We also feel that the project going ahead during a pandemic is proof
of the value of the work and the need for arts-based outdoor learning in schools, even more so at a time
when children’s access to creative and outdoor activities are limited.

After lockdown, some pupils found structured listening activities
challenging. During Eco Drama, the pupils were focussed and, as the
weeks progressed, pupils attended more to the stories and engaged
more with classwork.
Teacher, St Saviour's Primary
It was a lovely bonding time for the class after lockdown.
Teacher, St Anne's Primary
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Evaluation
Participants were asked to complete evaluation forms
before and after the project which included questions
designed to provide qualitative and quantitative feedback to
describe levels of enjoyment and learning from the
sessions. Comments and creative responses from pupils,
teachers and the Drama Artists have been included
throughout this report from across 2017-2021.
To assess our qualitative feedback we used the ‘Inspiring
Learning’ initiative originally devised by the Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council in 2008. This is a suggested
framework for classifying qualitative data into 'general
learning outcomes' as a way of demonstrating the impact
that a project has had on participants. Arts Council England
now features this as “a key improvement framework” for the
sector. We applied this to the pupil feedback to identify the
key learning aspects which have occurred as a result of this
project.

Out to Play has been a resounding success in our school. It has had a
huge impact on our staff and pupils. The children are motivated and
enthused by the approach and love working with Ben. The joy on
children’s faces in the playground is superb to see.
Depute Head Teacher. Dalmarnock Primary
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Project
Outcomes

1

Children and young people will
have access to higher quality
outdoor learning activities
937 outdoor learning sessions for 3,665
children
were
delivered
by
four
experienced Drama Artists, using a
mixture of storytelling, drama and nature
connection activities that connected
learners with a theme or topic relating to
the natural world and sustainable
development education. This unique
combined focus is one that the schools
had little to no experience in, and through
first-hand experience of the project
teaching staff were provided with the
tools and inspiration to implement artsbased learning techniques in future
outdoor and environmental education
activities. The legacy is continued through
our teacher CPD sessions, and the
creation of resource packs and blogs,
providing educators and practitioners with
the tools to continue providing high
quality outdoor learning activity.

2

Children and young people will
have improved knowledge,
understanding and enthusiasm
for nature.
Our evaluation process utilises the
‘Inspiring Learning Framework' General
Learning Outcomes (GLOs) as a model for
monitoring pupil progression. Feedback
from the project shows very positive
progression through each of the learning
outcomes in relation to Learning for
Sustainability. For a full analysis of our
qualitative and quantitative data, see
Pages 16-22.

During Out to Play 2017-2021 we
focused on the following main
Project Outcomes:

3

Create positive change in the
lives of children and young
people by improving academic
attainment in relation to their
Learning for Sustainability.
Our evaluation process included in-depth
teacher evaluation, both qualitative and
quantitative, and gave teachers the
opportunity to reflect on pupil attainment,
with a focus on literacy and health & wellbeing in relation to Learning for
Sustainability. 86% of teachers and
practitioners noticed a progression in pupil
attainment from participating in Out to
Play. 100% selected Excellent or Good in
relation to how well the themes in Out to
Play link with the Curriculum for Excellence
and
Eco
Schools/Learning
for
Sustainability work.

4

Teachers will have improved
knowledge, confidence and skills
in delivering arts-based outdoor
learning.
We reached 597 teachers across 30
residency CPD sessions and 17 public
CPD sessions, embedding the approach
with teachers and practitioners across
Glasgow and Scotland and providing tools
and inspiration to engage in creative
outdoor learning within their practice. 2
new Resource Packs were created and 801
packs were distributed across Scotland
and internationally, a lasting legacy for a
project that aims to further deepen
children's access to high quality outdoor
learning practice. 100% of teachers were
Very Likely or Likely to continue exploring
arts-based outdoor learning with their
class going forward.
15.

Pupil Feedback Highlights
Knowledge &
Understanding
“I learned that
everything in this
world is connected
like a web and it
could collapse if we
don’t look after our
planet.”

Curriculum areas covered included Sciences, Social
Studies, Expressive Arts and Health and Well-being. Topics
covered included plants and animals, food growing,
seasons, life-cycles, biodiversity, flight, weather, waste and
recycling, ecosystems, climate change and extinction.

"I learned
about the
cycle of life
and earth."

“Being outdoors
helps me to
understand how
important nature
is.”

"I learned that
when animals eat
plastic they can
die."

"I learned that
plastic takes
millions of years
to decompose."

“I learned
nature's value.”

"I learned that all
species need each
other to survive."

“I learned to care
and appreciate
nature on a deeper
level.”

“I learned the
different
names of
trees.”

I know lots of interesting
facts about nature
I learned lots of
new things

46%

Before

63%

After

Agree

67%
16.

Skills

Practical elements of sessions included drama, role play, storytelling,
presentations, gardening, movement and singing. Participants developed
interpersonal and intrapersonal skills, social skills, creativity, literacy and soft skills
such as confidence and teamwork.

"I learned freeze
frame, drama skills
and presentation
skills."

“I learned to
be brave."

“I learned teamwork.
Working with people
you might not play with
all the time.”

“I learned
how to be a
confident
speaker.”

“I learned
expressing our
feelings with
acting.”

"We liked
planting
seeds!"

I feel confident speaking in
front of my class

“I learned to
act better and
be more
confident in
myself.”

Big improvement in their listening skills
from the first week to the final week.
Teacher, Cardonald Primary

33%

63%

Before

After

Teachers noted an increase in classroom
literacy interest due to the storytelling
elements of the project. Some pupils even
wrote stories at home. We explored many
different approaches to making drama,
and they incorporated many into their
final pieces.
Ben Mali Mcfadyen, Drama Artist

17.

Attitudes
& Values
“I’ve always
loved nature,
but now I love
it even more."

Children gained a deeper awareness of the natural world, our place
within it and our collective responsibility to care for it through the
project. Drama and storytelling proved to be rich mediums to enable the
exploration of attitudes and values and to elicit emotional responses.

"I feel
different
about play in
a good way."

“I like telling other
people what the
world is coming to...
they might stop
littering our planet or
stop cutting down
trees.”

"I think of
nature as more
important and
more fun now."

“I learned how
important it is to
protect nature, use
my imagination and
work with others.”

“It has really inspired
me. It has made me
look at nature and the
world around me and
to look after
everything.”

My actions impact
on the natural world

67%

81%

Before

After

“It changes the way I
live my everyday life,
because now I think
before I act, such as
when I am at a shop, I
don’t buy because I
know the effect.”

To finish this week’s workshops, we talked
about what we can do to protect trees. They
were really invested in talking about protests
and petitions. The last question I asked was
‘Whose voice is most important?’. P5 replied
with ‘The government?’, ‘God?’ and lastly ‘Is it
us?’. I said ‘Yours is the most important voice.
It’s your future and you have a say in what
kind of world we have’. They were silent and
the teacher said ‘Wow, we have a lot to think
about’. They said thank you and left in a very
thoughtful mood.
Sarah, Drama Artist at St Anne’s Primary

18.

"Words I Would Use
To Describe Nature..."
Pupils were asked to complete this sentence before and after the residency, and the results showed
their changing attitude to nature as a result of participating in the project.

Before

Boring

After

deadly

marvellous

gloomy
dirty

hyper

aggressive
wild

scary

brown

unpredictable
weird

totally epic

confusing

dangerous

free

green

calm

awesome

exciting
imaginative

beautiful

gentle

peaceful

mystical

creative

majestic
mysterious

Fragile

home to wildlife

nature means your world

19.

Behaviour &
Progression

"I now use
paper straws
instead of
plastic..."

Regular sessions across the five-week residency enabled pupils to
become familiar with the Out to Play approach and engage more
deeply with the content and themes over time. Participants
developed more pro-environmental thoughts and behaviours as well
as changed or developed attitudes towards the outdoors, nature
and with the subject of drama.

"I got inspired to
use less
electricity in my
house."

“I think I need
to go explore
nature way
more.”

"I hated drama,
but then you
came and now I
LOVE drama."

“I have been
picking up rubbish
instead of just
seeing it and just
walking past it.”

"I want to
plant trees to
help the
planet."

"It changes the way I live
my everyday life, because
now I think before I act,
such as when I am at a
shop, I don’t buy because
I know the effect."

“I have to go out
more and play instead
of just sitting in the
house and playing on
the computer or
phone.”

"I now listen to
other people’s
opinion and
respect it."

Spending time outdoors helps me
to understand how important
nature is

I can encourage others to
care for the natural world

61%

71%

66%

75%

Before

After

Before

After
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Enjoyment,
Inspiration
& Creativity
"I enjoyed all of
it. It was 100%
perfect. Thank
you!"

Participation in drama, games and storytelling activities
encouraged children to be creative throughout the sessions, and
they were also given the opportunity to create their own stories and
creative responses during and after the sessions. Participants
showed a consistent high level of enjoyment from participating in
Out to Play across the four years.

“It helped me
be more
creative.”

“It inspired me
to care for the
earth.”

"You inspired
me to go
outside and
play."

"I like to lose
myself in my
imagination."

“I enjoyed all
the funny and
creative
stories that
made me
giggle.”

"It was very fun
and exciting. I
would like to do
more. Thank you!"

"I had a lot of
fun. You
brightened
Mondays for me."

“I loved Out to Play
and how we made
our playground into
different things. We
travelled the ocean in
one part and climbed
a mountain in the
other.”

Children became increasingly better at following outdoor routines because this
was happening at regular intervals. They demonstrated their imagination and
creativity through the drama. Using the story sticks and working with a
partner was an exceptional lesson and blew me away when two quiet children
told their story to others in their group. As nature and the care of nature was
embroiled in the lessons and stories I feel the children gained appreciation for
nature and how to care for their environment.
Teacher, Battlefield Primary
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It was lots of fun

81%

I felt excited to go
outside

73%

Before

Agree

After

I enjoy doing drama

54%

75%

I can express my ideas and
feelings through drama

48%

60%

I enjoy doing storytelling

55%

69%

Fun... Educational... Relaxed... Joyful! A positive experience for all
participants. Brings about infectious laughter, awe & wonder. Poses
problems for children to explore and arrive at their own conclusions.
Allows children to express their perceptions of the world at their
own particular – of the moment – angle.
Head Teacher, Westercraigs Nursery School
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Teacher Feedback Highlights
How well did the themes in Out to Play
link with your Eco Schools/Learning for
Sustainability work?
Did you notice a progression in pupil
attainment from participating in the Out
to Play project?
How likely are you to continue exploring
arts-based outdoor learning with your
class going forward?

Before

After

How important do you feel
Drama is as a teaching tool
across the Curriculum for
Excellence?

43%

63%

selecting VERY IMPORTANT

Excellent

62%

38%

Good

Yes

86%
100%

Very Likely or Likely

Before

After

How important do you feel
Outdoor Learning is within the
Curriculum for Excellence?

63%

85%

selecting VERY IMPORTANT

Do you utilise Drama &
Storytelling as tools
within your Outdoor
Learning lessons?

12% answered Yes before the project, increasing
to 74% after the project.

How much Outdoor
Learning are you
currently doing with your
class (on average)?

30% were doing no outdoor learning before the
project, decreasing to 3% after the project.
54% were doing 1 outdoor session per week
before, increasing to 63% after.
15% were doing 2 or more outdoor sessions per
week before, increasing to 34% after.
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How would you rate your current level
of knowledge and understanding of
using Drama as a teaching tool?

How would you rate your confidence
level in utilising Drama within your
teaching practice?

75%

50%
40%

50%

before

30%
20%

25%

after
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How would you rate your
confidence level in
utilising Storytelling within
your teaching practice?

How confident do you
feel leading a class in
Outdoor Learning?

How would you rate your
class’s current confidence
level when participating
in Drama?

Very: Rose from 11% to 29%
Confident: Rose from 32% to 47%
Fairly: Rose from 45% to 21%
Not: Dropped from 13% to 3%

Very: Rose from 13% to 30%
Confident: Rose from 21% to 49%
Fairly: Rose from 48% to 22%
Not: Dropped from 19% to 0%

Very: Rose from 2% to 24%
Confident: Rose from 23% to 47%
Fairly: Rose from 37% to 11%
Not: Dropped from 27% to 0%

What can we
tell from all
this data?

Confidence levels in using drama and storytelling as well as leading classes in
outdoor learning have dramatically risen as a result of taking part in an Out to
Play residency. More teachers are using drama and storytelling, and more are
embedding outdoor learning in their practice.
Teachers also observe that their classes' confidence levels in participating in
outdoor learning have dramatically risen after taking part in a residency.

I loved the enthusiasm from the staff at Eco Drama. As someone who is very
passionate about outdoor play, it was motivating to learn more and continue
to develop my confidence in different ways.
Early Years Practitioner, Westercraigs Nursery

WOW! The sessions delivered by Out to Play are a must have for all schools.
I have increased my knowledge and confidence to teaching and delivering
drama/storytelling based on learning for sustainability. The children
benefited immensely from the sessions and loved each one.
Teacher, Riverbank Primary
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A fantastic way to encourage children to become explorers of the world.
Teacher, Merrylee Primary

The children have taken the nature
themes and are keen to plant trees and
pick up litter. They ask to do more eco
drama and to make more nature
sculptures.
Teacher, St Saviour's Primary

A fantastic opportunity to engage with
LFS themes in a playful and thoughtful
way. It's well led and there is support
for everyone and a chance for every
child to shine.
Teacher, St Saviour's Primary

The children thoroughly enjoyed exploring nature issues through drama and storytelling
and as it was delivered in a way that I could model, my confidence has increased greatly.
Teacher, Cardonald Primary

Some of the children who were initially
quite reluctant to join with group
discussions began voluntarily contributing
their thoughts and ideas. The programme
also introduced some new vocabulary.
Early Years Practitioner, Crookston Castle Early
Years Centre

Children I felt were more able to play
collaboratively with each other and
became more able to share, ideal within a
group.
Early Years Practitioner, Buchlyvie Nursery

The pupils gained a greater appreciation of the school setting, their surroundings and
nature… when talking about limas in class the other day the children spontaneously
broke out into the Awongalema song. This was five weeks after Ben had told them the
story at the first sessions which shows that it has really stayed with them.
Teacher, Dalmarnock Primary
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Pupils are calmer, able to concentrate for longer periods.
Teacher, St Saviour's Primary

The children have said that being outside makes them feel better.
Teacher, Cardonald Primary

I thoroughly enjoyed the whole experience…
It was great to watch how Sophie used
storytelling and drama techniques to engage
the children in other curricular areas... as
well as giving the children room for
imagination and creativity. I learned a lot in
terms of new drama techniques to try out in
future with classes, both in
observation/participation in her sessions
and through the CPD session in Week 4.
Teacher, Chirnsyde Primary

A unique opportunity which allows pupils to grow in confidence and connect
with nature through drama and storytelling...they grew in confidence and
their outlook towards drama became much more positive. Many pupils who
didn't take part in the first game with Ben were able to get up and perform,
in front of the whole class with Ben last week...they were able to verbally
discuss and share ideas with others which many struggled to do before.
Teacher, St Joseph's Primary School
In follow up activities, children enjoyed choosing their own way of reflecting on
the sessions - poetry, drawings, diagrams, etc and in general many children
tried new ways of showing their ideas on different weeks. A few children
talked about conversations they had at home as a result of the drama sessions
and how the family could make changes.
Teacher, Cardonald Primary
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Case Studies
"A girl in P7 is very shy and doesn’t speak in
front of the full class. This week her
confidence has grown and she speaks to
me very clearly. Her teacher said that she
commented on a post on See Saw about the
first workshop and said 'I loved today!’
She listens to and joins in with the story each
week and I think the group work is
supporting her to build her confidence."

"A boy in the P3/2 class had not settled very
well in to his new class and was finding it
very challenging to participate in any
classroom based activities. He had been
violent to other children, swearing at staff
members and often running away from adults.
He joined in for some of the very first session
of Out To Play then decided he wouldn’t join
in again.

However, by week 6 he decided to give it
another go and was completely engrossed by
the lesson. The class teacher said this was
the first time he had joined the class for
over a month. The way children are given the
freedom to create during the lessons and
the endless resources of imagination helps
children very easily participate and feel
success through drama."

"Our P7s have, as a year group, always
struggled to get on with one another and find
group work very challenging. The class
teacher said that although she was
apprehensive about outdoor drama, the class
were very engaged by the drama and
didn’t seem to see what they were doing
as work so enjoyed it more. The activities
allowed her class to collaborate in a way
they were comfortable with and didn’t
cause conflict. She said that she is likely to
use drama again as her class responded really
well to it."
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Evidence Dissemination
& Media
In the final year of the project, we planned to disseminate the evidence gathered throughout the four
years, in order to advocate for the benefits of arts-based outdoor learning and the role of creativity in
education for sustainability. We raised the profile of the work throughout the four year project by writing
articles for publications, doing presentations at events, sharing reports and delivering Continuous
Professional Development events throughout Scotland, in person and online.
We partnered with Learning for Sustainability Scotland (LfSS), Scotland’s United Nations Recognised
Regional Centre of Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development – a network of organisations and
individuals working to harness the full potential of learning to create a flourishing, sustainable world. Out
to Play was featured at the LfSS AGM in January 2021, reaching an audience of over 80 members.
As planned, a final end of project CPD session
was held in March 2021 in collaboration with
Learning for Sustainability Scotland to further
disseminate skills, knowledge and share the
Out to Play approach with the wider sector. 56
people attended an online interactive webinar
from nursery and primary school settings as
well as from NGOs and the field of education
and research across Scotland the UK.

Films
In 2018, we produced a short documentary
about the Out to Play project. The film offers
insight into the project and its unique use of
drama and storytelling to deliver outdoor
learning in urban playgrounds, including first
hand testimonials from participating
teachers and pupils. The film can be viewed
here.

In 2020, we produced a short film about the
creation of the early years resource pack,
including contributions from early years
practitioners who participated in the
residency project. The film can be viewed
here.
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Below are a selection of online articles, publications, newspaper articles, podcasts and blogs which
featured the Out to Play project, all of which contributed to raising the profile of the work and
disseminating project evidence.

Articles & Publications

Children in Scotland on the Out to Play project - 2018
Teaching Drama on the Out to Play project - 2018
Countryside Jobs on storytelling in nature for National Storytelling Week
- 2021
CELCIS (Centre for Excellence for Children’s Care & Protection) at
Strathclyde University wrote an article about East Park School and their
involvement with Out to Play - 2021
Newspaper Articles

Glasgow Times Streets Ahead Awards 3 page spread - 2017
Glasgow Times Streets Ahead Award 2 page spread for Out to Play
and The Whirlybird - 2019
Podcasts

Disconnect: The Outdoor Education Podcast in Canada featured Out to
Play - 2020
Scottish Communities Climate Action Network Podcast featured Out
to Play in their 1000 Better Stories podcast - 2020
Blogs

Out to Play blogs shared on our website and in various places online.
Two blogs for Upstart Scotland, shared in their newsletter and social
media pages reaching their 10k+ followers - 2021
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Out to Play Conclusion
2017-2021
Over the last four years we have witnessed many benefits of this work first-hand and
in the evaluation data, from developments in children’s creativity, imagination and
confidence, to improved health and well-being, literacy, emotional and social
development as well as skills, knowledge and understanding. We have also noted the
development of nature connection and pro-environmental thoughts and behaviours.
Perhaps most notably, the project has
demonstrated the unique ability of the arts to
engage children emotionally as well as
intellectually in their learning, and when children
are connected to their learning emotionally, it is
more impactful in the long run. Children appear
to thrive in their learning when it happens
outdoors, with many comments from pupils and
staff about increased focus and well-being when
learning and playing outdoors, particularly in
pupils who may not engage in more formal
teaching methods indoors.
The data collected across the project show
incredibly positive increases in confidence levels
of both teachers and pupils in using drama and
storytelling. Leading classes in outdoor learning
have dramatically risen after the residency! More
teachers are using drama and storytelling, and
more are embedding outdoor learning in their
practice after taking part in the project.

I loved it because nature is what
is inside me. Thank you for
everything. It has been a delight.

Thank you for
teaching us. This
program has made
me aware of
nature and made
me more confident
and happy.
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Future Calling

A digital arts and climate change
project delivered during lockdown with
11-13 year olds, supported by Education
Scotland’s Creative Curriculum Fund
and the Glasgow Centre for Population
Health.

4 digital sessions
24 creative responses
1 compilation film
164 young people and their teachers
The year is 2050. We’ve failed to address the
ecological and climate crises of the past. Lives
are harder than we could have ever imagined. But
humble hope exists in the hands of a small group
of school pupils in 2020… if only we could get a
message back to them to show them how…
In early 2020, Eco Drama created Future Calling, a
digital climate change and arts project originally
designed as a new creative outdoor learning
project for secondary school pupils, building on
the foundations of Out to Play.
Originally planned to be delivered outdoors and in
person with S1 & S2 pupils at Boclair Academy,
the project was adapted last minute due to Covid19 and became an online digital project, delivered
by Drama Artist Ben Mali during May-June 2020
under lockdown conditions.
With climate anxiety increasing in children and
young people, there is a strong need for creative
outlets to support them to explore their thoughts
and feelings on the climate emergency and to
nurture and develop their creativity, confidence
and emotional resilience.

By engaging imaginations and exploring ‘What if…’
the project inspired young people to re-imagine a
future full of hope, possibility and greater
environmental harmony.
Delivered via Microsoft Teams, the project was
offered as a combination of pre-recorded videos,
live audio, worksheets and solo/group activities,
some of which were undertaken outdoors.
Drawing
from
diverse
forms
including
environmental
education,
storytelling,
futurecasting and climate science, pupils had the
opportunity
to
creatively
develop
their
understanding, respect and care for the natural
world, and created short media pieces which were
made into a short compilation film.
The film was shared at a Glasgow-wide online
celebration event, organised ahead of the COP26
UN Climate Change Conference to be held in
Glasgow in November 2021.
Watch the compilation film made by the young
people - Future Calling – A Message from 2050.

Future Calling tells the story of a future world in
2050, where humans have not made the
necessary changes to avert climate destruction.
Although initially presenting a dystopian future,
the project engages and empowers young people
to realise that they have the autonomy and power
to create an alternative, and that change can be
made now in 2020.
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The Whirlybird

An uplifting theatre show for children
aged 3-7, featuring movement, music,
bird song, puppetry and lots of things
that spin!

113 performances
4,362 audience members
16 venues, theatres & festivals
40 nurseries & primaries

Lorna Irvine,
The List
In a cosy nest, two birds look skyward and get ready for their maiden flight. While flying comes easy for
Bird, Whirlybird just can’t get the hang of it. After many failed attempts, inspiration is found in a very
special flying seed… A curious creature, ricketie-racketie on ground but in flight, a wildlife spectacle – a
blizzard of wings, perfect elliptical twirls, a mass of orange and browns and a cacophony of sound!
The Whirlybird is a funny, playful and moving piece of visual theatre about learning to fly, encouraging one
another and finding joy and inspiration in nature. With a beautiful music score by award-winning
composer Greg Sinclair and set and costume by Claire Halleran, The Whirlybird draws inspiration from the
natural world to celebrate diversity and uniqueness and the wonder of flight.
The production was developed in collaboration with Platform Arts Centre and children at Buchlyvie
Nursery in Glasgow, with support from Creative Scotland. The show toured across March 2019 to March
2020 when touring was cut short by Covid-19.
The Whirlybird performed in nurseries and primary
schools across Glasgow and Aberdeen, as well as
theatres, venues and festivals across Scotland and
England including Puppet Animation Festival, Dundee
Rep, Aberdeen Performing Arts Music Hall, Edinburgh
Festival Theatre, Platform, The Brunton, Eastwood Park
Theatre, The Barn, North Edinburgh Arts, The Pagoda,
Howden Park Centre, Swallow Theatre, Eccleston Library,
The Children’s Wood, Lochwinnoch Family Festival and
Glasgow Canal Festival.
An associated workshop, Whirly Play, was also developed
in late 2019 and delivered at Dundee Rep after the
performance. The 21 cancelled dates of the spring 2020
tour are currently being rescheduled to 2022, when we
hope touring can resume after restrictions have prevented
it. We can’t wait to get back out to audiences!

Watch The Whirlybird trailer and the
mini documentary.
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Other Touring

Eco Drama also toured existing
productions and workshops across
Scotland during 2017-2021.

Recycling Heroes
Recycling Heroes is an interactive creative
learning experience written around the principles
of ‘Reduce, Reuse and Recycle’. Through a fun
and informative drama workshop led by the
fearless Bag Girl, participants are encouraged to
find their own inner recycling hero and rid the
town of the menacing Rubbish Monsters!

workshops: 44
participants: 1,024

The workshop visited 18 nurseries, primary schools
and community centres across the central belt
between May 2017 and October 2019 including in
Glasgow, Cromarty, Edinburgh, Methilhill, Larbert and
Auchinleck.

The Worm – an Underground Adventure
Performances: 36
participants: 1,285
Created in 2014, The Worm – an Underground
Adventure is a theatre production for children aged
3-7 where nature lovers Wilma and William embark
on a journey underground and discover a family of
friendly, musical worms and their colourful miniature
world.
Charming finger puppetry, colourful bobble hats, live cello music, and the reveal of an exciting miniature
set make this fun filled, friendly theatre experience guaranteed to make everyone giggle, wiggle and love
the squirmy wonders beneath our feet. The show visited 21 locations, including Paisley Arts Centre, Ayr
Gaiety Theatre, Edinburgh Festival Theatre, Borders Science Festival, Merchant City Festival, Highlights
North, Cumnock Town Hall, Saltcoats Town Hall and Harbour Arts Centre, as well as primary schools
and nurseries in Glasgow, Greenock and Wester Hailes across April 2017 to October 2018.

Green Touring
We deliver our projects, workshops and theatre tours in the greenest way
possible, either by cycling, taking public transport, walking or touring in an
electric car and a van run on recycled waste vegetable oil! This allows us to
reach communities all over Scotland and beyond while keeping carbon
emissions as low as possible, and also enables us to be positive green role
models to the children and communities who participate in our work.
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Future
Plans

Now in our 14th year of delivery, Eco
Drama will continue to build on its strong
track record of working collaboratively
with schools, nurseries and communities
to create inspiring and meaningful
experiences for and with children and
young people.

It is clear from the project data, and time we are living in, that the relevance of Out to
Play remains if we are to continue nurturing children and young people’s connection to
the natural world, particularly within urban areas of deprivation. As we ease slowly
through the pandemic, we are finding it encouraging to see interest in the project remain
steadfast, and increase, cementing our decision to extend the project for a further two
years.
We are also embarking on a 2.5 year project supported in part by the Glasgow
Communities Fund. Throughout 2020-2023, the company will develop and deliver a
diverse programme of theatre productions, creative learning projects, continuous
professional development and arts-based community food growing projects that engage
and inspire people of all ages about the natural world and our place within it. As well as
engaging in theatre and arts activities, the work will support and encourage communities
to take positive, practical action to develop and improve local green spaces, inspire
positive thinking about tackling the climate crisis, and enhance everyday experiences
with nature.
With COP26 in autumn 2021, we will continue seeking suitable platforms to showcase
the Future Calling film created by the young participants so that their voice and opinions
on climate change may be heard by a wider audience.
And once theatre can tour again safely in venues and in schools, we are looking forward
to bringing our repertoire back out across Scotland and the UK, continuing to inspire
young audiences about our amazing natural world.
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Eco Drama
Studio 236, The Briggait
141 Bridgegate
Glasgow
G1 5HZ
www.ecodrama.co.uk
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